
It's still early days, but virtual reality is quickly 

gaining mainstream attention. Global search 

interest on Google grew by nearly 4X in the last 

year.1 What will a future with virtual reality mean 

for advertisers, creators, and storytellers?
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VR for Everyone

Virtual reality used to be the stuff of science fiction. Today, it's become a 
true reality. Why now? For one, the ubiquity and quality of mobile devices. 
With a simple piece of cardboard, we can now turn our smartphones into 
virtual reality headsets. Google has shipped millions of Google Cardboard 
viewers to help bring the VR experience to everyone. And, viewer in hand, 
there's no shortage of content to watch. Every single video on YouTube 
can be viewed in VR, making it the world's largest library of VR content. 

This is giving many people all over the world their first taste of VR, and 
mainstream interest is growing; global search interest for virtual reality on 
Google has grown by nearly 4X in the last year.1

The technology has the potential to change our daily lives—from how 
we communicate to how we spend our leisure time. It's early days, but 
it's already happening, and now is the time for brands and creators to 
understand what it all means. 

The promise of VR 

Film used to be the most immersive storytelling medium. But even with 
the best, highest-resolution TVs, you're still just watching. You're not 
there. The promise of VR is what the industry calls "presence"—the feeling 
that you're really somewhere else. VR cameras like Jump can capture 
the entire experience of a place—every corner, every angle. In the not-so-
distant future, cameras like these will be capturing experiences all over 
the world. What does this mean for audiences? How about access to the 
best seats in the house at any event—floor seats at the NBA playoffs, a 
box at La Scala, front row at the Beyoncé show? Or the chance to visit the 
most beautiful places on earth, from the comfort of home? It's the closest 
thing we have to teleportation, enabling deeper engagement than has ever 
been possible. 

https://vr.google.com/cardboard/index.html
https://vr.google.com/jump/\
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VR can also create a time machine of sorts. If we start recording the most 
interesting things that happen this year, then 20 years from now, we'll be 
able to go back and experience it like we were there. These could be major 
global events or personal moments—a birthday party, a wedding, a first 
day of school. We'll collect these memories like we do photographs—able 
to relay or relive them in an intensely vivid way.

At Google, Cardboard was our first step toward this future. Soon, our 
VR platform Daydream will enable even more powerful, mobile, high-
quality experiences with a headset that's comfortable at an accessible 
price. We're also building mobile apps for VR like Google Play, Maps, and 
YouTube. To get a better sense of what VR is exactly, YouTube is actually 
a good place to start. 

360-degree video vs virtual reality 

On YouTube, we made a big, early bet on 360-degree video. This means 
viewers can see the video from every angle just by swiping or moving 
the phone or tablet around—no headset required. Uploads of 360-degree 
videos continue to grow and have doubled over the past three months. 

https://vr.google.com/daydream/
https://think.storage.googleapis.com/images/VR-GIF-optimized.gif
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Brands are forging the way, using 360-degree video to film big events or 
get creative with ads. BMW used this technology for an ad featuring a 
360-degree car race. The "School of Rock" musical created a 360-degree 
music video. AT&T simulated a car crash to drive home its phone safety 
message.

  

Virtual reality takes the 360-degree video experience a step further by 
adding depth. When viewed with a VR headset—not far from those red 
View-Masters you might have used as a kid—images become three-
dimensional, which adds to the feeling of immersiveness. On top of that, 
spatial audio lets people listen to audio from all directions, just as in the 
real world. 

The story is everywhere

For content creators, the potential of 360-degree video and VR is 
immense, but it'll require a shift in thinking. VR lets viewers be active 
participants; they can look wherever they want. As Google's principal VR 

SCHOOL OF ROCK: The 

Musical – “You’re in the 

Band” (360 Video)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwDtPixqJLc
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/case-studies/broadway-school-of-rock-hits-stage-with-360-youtube-video.html?_ga=1.161006462.2109883926.1446673098
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/case-studies/broadway-school-of-rock-hits-stage-with-360-youtube-video.html?_ga=1.161006462.2109883926.1446673098
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gOc1dAcfCfk&feature=youtu.be
https://youtube.googleblog.com/2016/04/one-step-closer-to-reality-introducing.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t3xDgONMdlM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFRPXRhBYOI
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filmmaker Jessica Brillhart puts it, the story is everywhere. So, rather than 
telling a story frame by frame, filmmakers need to build entire worlds. 

This makes VR and 360-degree video an incredibly powerful tool to create 
empathy. When a viewer feels like they are there, they have a greater 
sense of the situation. Messages become more impactful. 

On YouTube, creators are using the medium to create truly transportive 
experiences across sports, news, education, and fashion. Viewers can 
feel that tickle in their stomach when sitting in the cockpit of a jet in an 
acrobatic air squadron. The New York Times puts viewers in the shoes 
of displaced children around the world. Virtual field trips let teachers take 
students places a school bus can't. Fashionistas can get a front row seat 
at the latest runway shows from Jason Wu, Hugo Boss, and Dior.

  

Artists are doing mind-blowing work with Tilt Brush, our new VR app that 
lets a user paint in 3-D space. It does away with the flatness of the page 
and lets an artist step into the drawing, as Disney animator Glen Keane 
describes it. "That doorway to the imagination is open a little wider," he 
says. 

The BMW M2 – Eyes on 

Gigi Hadid (360° Video)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t3xDgONMdlM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVGVr089_0I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVGVr089_0I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecavbpCuvkI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mlYJdZeA9w4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qETYh1cSiWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfi_mD4hpSI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swCWKfPb5CE
https://www.tiltbrush.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSbkn6mCfXE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwDtPixqJLc
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Four questions for brands interested in VR 

Virtual reality is no longer a novelty. It has real applications for brands 
today. But is it worth pursuing? 

Here are some questions brands should consider before investing in VR 
technology:

Will VR give viewers an experience that they otherwise couldn't 
have? The subject matter should truly take advantage of the medium—
transport people to a place, immerse them in a world, and compel them to 
explore. 

Could you give shoppers a better feel for your product? According 
to a study from Ericsson ConsumerLab, shopping was the top reason 
worldwide smartphone users were interested in VR, with "seeing items in 
real size and form when shopping online" cited by 64% of respondents. 
This doesn't just apply to retail brands. Cadillac is already using VR to 
create virtual dealerships. 

Will your recording environment be rich with things to see? If you're 
shooting in a simple white room with nothing on the walls, probably not. If 
you're at a sports event or a music festival, there's likely plenty to see. 

Will viewers want to continue watching beyond the initial "That's 
cool" moment? It can be a challenge to get viewers to stick around after 
a minute or so. Make sure you have a compelling hook that will keep them 
engaged.

Sources

1   Google Data, Global, May 2016.

https://www.ericsson.com/res/docs/2015/consumerlab/ericsson-consumerlab-10-hot-consumer-trends-2016-report.pdf
http://www.wsj.com/articles/cadillac-bets-on-virtual-dealerships-1465172482

